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At FUSE, we live, eat and breathe bowhunting and target archery. We are 
archers and bowhunters first. We’re either bowhunting, shooting, or thinking 
about bowhunting and archery and how to make it better. That’s why FUSE has 
become the most innovative high quality accessory line in the industry today. 
Premium archery gear, built by expert archers and bowhunters, for discerning 
archers and bowhunters.

No corners cut. No compromises. Hard use gear. Gear that will not let you down. 
The most advanced designs, rendered in the most advanced and rugged materi-
als, crafted into intelligently designed archery accessories, made with the highest 
attention to quality and function. Our all-new Switch 5-3 quiver, shown here, is yet 
another example of our relentless pursuit to build the most advanced gear.

We know who you are and we are dedicated to your success. That’s the FUSE 
way. Our way. Come see what we have in store for your 2012 season. 

GET MORE FROM YOUR BOW.
NEW SWITCH™ CONVERTIBLE QUIVER
The revolutionary, all-new FUSE® Switch™ 5-3 is the most versatile 
quiver we’ve ever engineered. Whether your hunt calls for a stealthy,
lightweight 3-arrow quiver or the flexibility of a 5-arrow quiver, Switch
has you covered. Built on our exclusive Carbon Blade frame for low 
profile and ultimate strength, each quiver comes with a modular hood,
modular grippers and fitted hood foam (single gripper only), making it 
quick and easy to convert from a 5 arrow to a 3 arrow quiver and back 
again. Available as a single orv double arrow gripper and in Realtree 
AP, Max-1 or Black Out. The first of its kind, revolutionary Switch quiver
is perfect for any hunting situation.

VENTERA™AA  DOUBLE GRIPPER QUIVERS
FUSE Ventera quivers offer serious bowhunters radical design, innova-
tive technologies and rock-solid arrow protection. The popular Ventera
one-piece features our mechanical-friendly double arrow grippers and 
exclusive one-piece, Quick Detach System. The Ventera Lite model of-f
fers field-ready performance in a budget-friendly alternative. Available in 
a 3 or 5 arrow configuration.

SATORI™ SINGLE GRIPPER QUIVERS
The popular Satori one-piece with EPT Quick Disconnect is light-
weight, strong and features six Shock-Rods for a stealthy quiet shot.
Exclusive Ejector Pin Technology delivers simple removal and instal-
lation. Satori Lite is a value-priced model that offers innovation and
dependable performance at a budget-friendly price. Available in a 4
or 6 arrow configuration.

The EPT quick release system features an au-
tomatic snap-lock lever that engages when the
EPT is depressed and the quiver is mounted. The
innovative mounting system allows for quick and
simple removal and re-attachment in the field.

All Ventera and Satori quivers are available in Black Out, Realtree AP™

and Realtree Max-1® camo. FUSE Quivers fit most major bow brands.®

The Switch 5-3 Quiver comes with
everything you need to convert from 
a 5-piece quiver to a 3-piece quiver 
as well as the Power Clamp QD
hardware to mount securely to most 
major brand bows.

Modular quiver hood and grippers 
come standard with each Switch 
quiver, allowing you to customize
your setup for any hunt.

The Power Clamp QD system 
is the ultimate in quick detach
designs. Lightweight, machined 
aluminum components ensure a
solid, durable connection without
weighing you down and an easy-
glide pivot point provides for 
smooth, quiet clamping action.
The high-tech mounting system 
allows for inboard/outboard
adjustment keeping your quiver 
tight and compact to the riser 
for better bow balance.

FUSE Carbon Blade stabilizers 
have dominated the archery 
world with their revolutionary 
design and efficient, low profile 
performance. Now, that same
technology is at the heart of the
Switch quiver. The entire Switch 
quiver frame is engineered with 
the same Carbon Blade Technol-
ogy, making it extremely sleek,
lightweight and unbelievably 
durable. Once again, FUSE has 
changed everything.
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All Interceptor Series sights are available in Black 
Out, Realtree AP™ and Max-1® camo.®

NEW FUSE INTERCEPTOR™ SIGHT SYSTEMS
FUSE is proud to present the Interceptor Sight Series. Leading the charge is the 
innovative Carbon Interceptor, an ultra-light yet extremely durable sighting solution.
Carbon Interceptor features the proven, innovative and patent pending FUSE dual-r
carbon frame and mounting system, for lower mass and vibration resistance while
also allowing perfect peep-to-housing centering for discerning bowhunters.

Premium materials and designs allow Interceptor Series sights to easily withstand 
the most challenging hunting conditions. Interceptor’s crystal-clear fiber optic tube
vastly increases toughness and reliability, but more importantly, it increases light
transmission for an ideal sight picture in any condition. Carbon Interceptor’s super
light carbon composite pin hood dramatically reduces mass weight, requiring less 
counterbalancing. It also absorbs more vibration, and is ultra-strong and durable.

The Interceptor Series is also available as a standard model, featuring a precise,
rugged, machined aluminum frame and mounting system, while retaining the othe
cutting-edge features of Carbon Interceptor sights.

Interceptor sight options include standard gang adjust (Interceptor G-Series) or
micro gang adjust (Interceptor-M series), with 3, 5 or 7 pin arrays with precise
.019 pins, or a hunter-optimized option with a single fast-acquisition .029 pin on
top and the remaining pins in .019 for longer distances. All Interceptor sights al
offer third axis leveling.

Interceptor Sights feature the most precis
durable and visible pin assembly available.
The vibrant orange housing allows faster 
sight alignment and the built-in level assure
ultimate accuracy. Long fiber optics provide
ultra-bright pins, which means 100% confi
dence – even in low light conditions.

The perfect shot often pres-
ents itself in less-than-ideal
conditions. When hunting fro
a ground blind or in other
low-light situations, trust the
FUSE Sight Lite to dramatica
brighten your sight pins – giv
you the confidence you need 
to make the shot. Sight Lite 
compatible with any sight tha
accepts a 3/8-24 NF or 1/4
28 NF thread sight light.
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The new Carbon Inter-
ceptor Sights feature an 
adjustable, high-perfor-
mance carbon rod exten-
sion design that allows 
you to fully customize your 
sight position for perfect 
alignment of your peep to 
sight housing.
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AXIUM 2”
weight: 3.5 oz.

AXIUM 4”
weight: 6 oz.

Renowned for their proven performance and quality, the Axium™ line boasts vibration-killing design
and whisper quiet performance with Doinker® and Shock Rod innovation. Available in three lengths 
and weights and offered in your choice of Black Out, Realtree® AP™ or Max-1™.

AXIUM 2” AXIUM 4”

The FUSE Enduro™ might be small in size – but it’s big in effect, shattering
noise and vibration with a unique, custom elastomeric resonator design.
Lightweight and affordable, Enduro can make a huge difference improving 
the sound and feel of your shot. Available in Black Out or camo.

AXIUM 6AXIUM 6”
weight: 7 oz.

ENDURO 5.25”
weight: 4.4 oz.

A well designed hunting stabilizer is a 
key component of your overall bowhunt-
ing system. FUSE high-performance 
hunting stabilizers integrate with your 
compound bow to absorb vibration and  
deaden noise. They also increase bow 
inertia and proper balance to minimize 
the effects of bow hand-torque in differ-
ent shooting conditions. High perfor-
mance components such as carbon 
structures and elastomeric Shock-Rod 
dampers radically reduce noise and 
induced vibration without adding excess 
weight. That’s why FUSE stabilizers are 
custom built with so many high-tech 
materials, and are world renowned for 
their design and effectiveness.

Optimized for unbeatable balance, Carbon
ConneXion™ is the choice of serious bowhunt-
ers worldwide. Crafted from the finest carbon 
fiber and CNC components, Carbon ConneXion 
uses Doinker® and Shock Rod™ technologies
for enhanced performance. Offered in your 
choice of Black Out, Realtree® AP™ or Max-1™.

CARBON BLADE 8.5”
weight: 4.8 oz.

CARBON BLADE 6.5”
weight: 4.6 oz.

CARBON CONNEXION
HUNTER 6.5”
weight: 5.4 oz.

CARBON BLADE 11.5”
weight: 8 oz.

CARBON BLADE 10”
weight: 5 oz.

NEW CARBON BLADE HUNTER™ SERIES
FUSE stabilizers provide for a more stable aiming sequence,
more accurate shot, and better overall bow feel. With the 
correct stabilizer, the bow aims better and steadier. The
counterbalance effect of a properly selected stabilizer pro-
motes better form and follow-through, critical for accuracy. 
FUSE hunting stabilizers also help absorb excess vibration 
after the shot, making the bow quieter – giving the obvious 
hunting advantage of improved stealthy silence.

NEW CARBON BLADE SIDEKICK™
The SideKick is specifically designed to counter the weight 
of accessories such as quivers and sights. By offsetting the
weight to the shelf side of your bow, you get better balance
and a steadier shot.

NEW FLEXBLADE™
Built on the backbone of our revolutionary Carbon Blade, the FlexBlade gives bowhunters a
sleek, lightweight, compact design that absolutely crushes noise through its unique use of 
vibration-dissipating resonant “spines”. The FlexBlade’s all-weather elastomer construction is 
extremely rugged and durable to handle any hunt you put it through.

CARBON BLADE SIDEKICK 6.5”
weight: 7.2 oz.

CARBON CONNEXION
HUNTER 8”
weight: 6.2 oz.

FLEXBLADE 6.5”
weight: 4.6 oz.
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CLINCH ELIMINATES
THTHEE FLFLININCHCH
Accurate shots require confident, 

decisive trigger activation. The leading 

cause of flinching on the shot is the 

feeling of “creep” or movement in the 

trigger before the shot breaks. Marks-

men have always described the perfect 

trigger break as being similar to a thin, 

glass rod breaking – sudden and with 

no anticipation from creep. The su-

perbly crafted Clinch trigger mechanism 

produces this same prized “glass rod 

break” feel, enhancing accuracy and a 

confident shot.
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NEW CLINCH DUAL CALIPER™ 
The Clinch Dual Caliper release features an improved jaw radius ideal for use with a

g p p , g gg p ystring loop. The one-piece, ergonomic trigger links to a precision roller sear system
for an exceptionally smooth and consistent trigger pull. Full sensitivity adjustment on
the trigger means you can dial in the trigger response for unbelievable accuracy and a
great feel. Dual Caliper is available in both black and Realtree® AP™ camo.®

FT™CLINCH CF
Fit Technology (CFT) releasess feature a proven andClinch Custom F
trength nylon connector thatt allows for precision lengthpatented high st
s creates a perfect fit and a reliable and repeatableadjustment. This
to consistent and accurate sshooting. Available in both anchor, critical t
ree® AP™ camo.black and Realtr

™CLINCH BARREL™
d, reliodel releases feature a patentedThe FUSE Clinch Barrel mo -
in-line adjustment system and a solid able, three-hole hardware 
wr, to fine tune your individual drawpath from string to trigger,

ack and Realtree® AP™ camo.length. Available in both bla
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FUSE WHISKER BISCUIT®

ACCULAUNCH™ BLADE ACCULAUNCH PRONG

The versatile FUSE Whisker Biscuit is a trusted choice for both rookie and vet-
eran bowhunters due to its simple, yet highly effective design and its ultra-quiet,
reliable performance. Custom Shock Rod Technology deadens noise, and the
Biscuit’s unique Quick Shot design guarantees simple, snag-free loading of both 
carbon and aluminum arrows.

The ever-popular FUSE AccuLaunch Blade remains 
a top choice of serious target archers worldwide. 
Its precise Micro Adjust Technology promises
tournament-winning accuracy, reliability and con-
sistency. The laser-machined .010 spring steel 
launcher provides for a clean arrow launch and 
perfect tuning performance. Simple and reliable,
the FUSE AccuLaunch Blade is your key to victory. 
.008 Launcher blade sold separately.

Serious bowhunters trust the all-business, no-frills 
FUSE AccuLaunch Prong for proven performance in
the clutch. Whether you outwit trophy whitetails in 
Midwestern treestands or chase mule deer across
Rocky Mountain ridgelines, trust the AccuLaunch 
Prong to deliver the utmost in precision and durability.

y g p
in the woods and on the range. Engineered specifi-
cally to eliminate fletching clearance issues and 
inconsistency, this rest offers the highest standards 
of accuracy, precision and all-around versatility.

ACCULAUNCH FALL-AWAY
Bowhunters and target shooters
know they can count on the FUSE Ac-
cuLaunch Fall-Away for unfailing performance 

FUSE STEALTHSHOT™

Meticulously engineered to create a clean release of the arrow from the string while 
destroying noise and vibration, the patented StealthShot’s recoil-reducing action 
can mean the difference between eating tag soup or tenderloins. Featuring a super 
strong, incredibly lightweight rod affixed to an improved, low-durometer elastomeric 
component, StealthShot also reduces arm slap.

Options: Direct Mount or Stabilizer Mount. Available for most major bow makes and models.
See your local dealer for more information.

FUSE CUSTOM STRINGS™ & CABLES

FUSE strings and cables exceed all industry standards and are constructed, twisted
and served under a preload of hundreds of pounds on a computer controlled, 
custom built FUSE Continuous Tension Technology™ string machine. This provides
a level of performance unattainable with ordinary construction techniques. Finish-
ing touches are performed by hand craftsmen and rigorously tested and custom
formulated to provide the ultimate shooting system for your bow. 

STRING COLOR OPTIONS:
Gray/White, Blue/Black, Spruce Green/Black, Orange/Black, Pink/Black, Red/Black,
Yellow/Black, Green/Black, Green/Ivory, Gray/Black, Black/Bronze, Brown/Bronze
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RESTS: THE CRITICAL 
CONTACT POINT. 
Arrow rests are one of the most critical 

keys to archery accuracy. That’s why 

FUSE rests offer total repeatability, 

excellent durability and utter precision. 

A shot to shot variation of less than 

one-thousandth of an inch can scatter 

arrows all over a target. FUSE arrow 

rests hold their precision “zero” over 

thousands of shots and keep coming 

back for more. In addition, FUSE hunt-

ing rests provide critical features, such 

as stealthy silence, arrow capture, and 

reliable, total clearance even with the 

larger fletching often used with larger 

broadheads. A well engineered arrow 

rest is second only to the bow and 

arrow themselves in terms of sheer 

importance. FUSE delivers.

Reliability, quality and effectiveness are thee 
hallmarks of the new FUSE Ultra Rest™.  Thhis™

patented and proven design features Veloccity 
Drop-away Technology™,  allowing the rest tto drop™

only when the bow is actually fired.

When stalking, drawing your bow, or lettinng
down, Ultra Rest totally captures the arrow,
even upside down, so it always remains in total
control – even in the most challenging andd 
intense bowhunting situations. The key to this is 
a patented, ultra quiet cam/brake design.. The
convenient, extended thumb lever allows yyou to
cock the rest into a full capture position, wwhere
it will remain, giving you complete control of your 
arrow whether you are drawing or letting down. 

Ultra Rest is bowhunting’s premium choicee in fall-
away rest selection and is available in blacck and
camo high-quality anodize.

STEALTHSHOT
direct mount

SSSTEALTHSLTHSHOT
stabilizer mount
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NEW CARBON BLADE ES EXTENSIONS
The all-new FUSE Carbon Blade ES extensions give shooters a great V-bar platform
for either the new Carbon Blade ES or the original Carbon Blade. The higher stiffness
and wider mounting hardware of the Carbon Blade ES extensions decrease even more 
vibration and is a perfect fit for the new FUSE QD V-bar and other FUSE accessories.
Available in three lengths: 3” (2.3 oz.), 4” (2.4 oz.) and 5” (2.6 oz.)
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THE GAME CHANGER. 
In 2011, Carbon Blade took the world by 
storm. The innovative, fully aerodynamic 
Carbon Blade stabilizer system was an 
enormous success from day one, with 
Carbon Blade shooters racking up scores 
of victories in the highest levels of compe-
tition, from Vegas to Torino. Carbon Blade 
shooters include 2011 Vegas compound 
champion and multiple World Record 
setter Reo Wilde, 4 out of the 6 World 
Archery Outdoor Championship compound 
medalists, and the only two-time women’s 
compound World Archery Outdoor Cham-
pion, Albina Loginova. The list goes on to 
include the 2011 Men’s World Archery 
Outdoor Champion, and Korean recurve 
star Oh, Jin Hyuk, along with countless 
other winners, including ASA champions 
Danny McCarthy and Jame Jamison, and 
IBO Triple-Crown Champion and Shooter of 
the Year, Cara Fernandez. In every venue, 
with every style of archery, the absolute 
technical superiority of Carbon Blade was 
decisively proven in competitions spanning 
the globe. Tournament after tournament, 
despite the conditions, it was a Carbon 
Blade shooter standing on the top of the 
podium at the end of the day.

NEW CARBON BLADE ES™

Now, shooters looking for an even stiffer stabilizer option with proven Carbon Blade aerodynamics are getting their wish. 
Introducing Carbon Blade ES – the extra stiff series of the Carbon Blade stabilizer family. Carbon Blade ES features flow 
separation technology to maintain the same incredible 70% reduction in wind drag afforded by the original Carbon Blade,
but with an additional 33% stiffness increase. This makes Carbon Blade ES the absolute stiffest stabilizer we have ever
measured in the horizontal plane, which is critical for optimal aiming and arrow launch, and affords increased vertical stiff-ff
ness for shooters preferring a higher-frequency feel on the shot. Available in four popular target lengths: 24, 27, 30 and 
33 inches. The high-damping-rate, super stiff Carbon Blade ES is fully compatible with existing Carbon Blade accessories,
such as Carbon Blade target weights, weight bolts, and dampers, as well as FUSE V-bars and FUSE side blade adapters.

Doinker and additional weights sold separately. See next page for info on weights.

NEW CARBON BLADE ES
SIDE BLADES 
Compliment your Carbon Blade ES system with the
ideal counterbalance for recurve and compound 
bows. Available in four lengths: 8” (6.1 oz.), 10” (6.5 

oz.), 12” (6.8 oz.) and 15” (7.3 oz.) to perfectly match
your Carbon Blade ES main blade.

CARBON BLADE ES 24”
weight: 8.9 oz.

CARBON BLADE ES 27”
weight: 9.4 oz.

CARBON BLADE ES 30
weight: 9.9 oz.

CARBON BLADE
weight: 10.4 oz.

0”

ES 33”

FUSE Carbon Blade offers the ideal height-to-
width and elliptical airfoil shape providing for an
up-to 70% reduction in wind drag compared 
to conventional round shape stabilizers. This 
provides a critical advantage in aiming and shot 
execution in adverse wind conditions – proven
time and again in the inaugural competition
season of the now-legendary Carbon Blade.



THE DECISIVE EDGE.
When we designed Carbon Blade and 
took it into the wind tunnel for testing, we 
knew we had something special. A mea-
sured 70% drag reduction, unparalleled 
stiffness in the critical horizontal plane 
and a sweet shooting feel all pointed to a 
winner. But when we saw the real-world 
results in the field with top shooters, even 
we were blown away at the difference 
Carbon Blade makes. Right from the start 
of the season, Carbon Blade shooters 
started dominating, culminating with the 
World Archery Championship where 4 
of the 6 compound medalists – including 
both the men’s and women’s World Cham-
pions – shot with Carbon Blade.

Carbon Blade is truly the decisive edge on 
the target field.
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With three times the horizontal stiffness and 70% less wind drag than ordinary round stabilizers, Carbon Blade is the performance bench-
mark for the best archers in the world. The asymmetric engineered flex pattern of the Carbon Blade enhances the absorption of vibration 
and recoil in the vertical plane, and maximizes horizontal plane stiffness to maintain total control of the arrow launch.

CARBON BLADEC O ™™ STABILIZERSS ERS
Options: 24”, 27”, 30” & 33”

NEW FUSE QUICK DETACH V-BAR™

The new precision machined FUSE Quick Detach (QD) V-bar makes Carbon Blade
setup faster and easier than ever, with a precise quick-detach mountin
and total FUSE quality – including an exclusive, precision stainless stee
blade mount. Available in zero and 10 degree side drop angle with the
degree sweep angle. Also available in a non quick-detach version with
steel main stabilizer bolt included.

NEW SIDE BLADE ADAPTER 

The rock-solid FUSE Side Blade Adapter 
comes with the new QD locking bolt for 
fast and easy setup. A full, 360 degree 
adjustment span makes for outstand-
ing versatility.

RECURVE LIMB B

Specifically engineered 
Limb Mounting System
vibration and increase 
the critical arrow laun
The design allows ma
flexibility for discernin

bon Blade reinforced extensions al-
custom balancing of V-Bar systems. 

RBON BLADE EXTENSION
able Lengths: 3”, 4” & 5”

CARBON BLADE WEIGHTS 
1, 2 and 3 oz. custom stainless steel
weights are an integral part of the overall
aerodynamic and functional performance
of the Carbon Blade System. (Extra weights 

are sold individually). See chart for appropriate 

connector bolt lengths based on number of ounces

used. Bolts sold separately.

Side Blades provide the ideal counterbalance while maintaining the 
aerodynamics of the Carbon Blade System. This ensures minimum
wind drag and optimal inertial control. Custom Blade stainless steel 
weights allow for custom weight distribution. (Side Blades sold in-
dividually. Available with or without a Doinker® and 3 oz. of weight.)®

CARBON SIDE BLADESCARBOON SIDE BLADESON SIDE BLADES
Available Lengths: 8” (7 oz.), 10” (7.6 oz.), 12” (7.8 oz.) & 15” (8.4 oz.)

Competitive bowhunting division shooters looking for maximum 
stability and maximum performance need look no further than the
10 and 12-inch Blade BHFS stabilizers. Available in four popular
weights, Fuse BHFS stabilizers are the ultimate accuracy tool for 
bowhunter category competition.

BOWHUNTER FREESTYLE STABILIZERS
Available Lengths: 10” & 12”  Available weights: 8, 11, 14 & 17 oz.

*Supplied Standard with Stabilizer and Side Blade.
Bolt Specification: 1/4-20  UNF Flathead Bolt

Custom Carbon Blade Doinker
available as an accessory item.

CARBON BLADE WEIGHT BOLT SIZE REFERENCE
OUNCES BOLT LENGTH PART NUMBER

1 TO 2  1” 824139

2 TO 4 1 ¼”* 624140

5 TO 7 2” 424141

8 TO 9 2 ½” 224142

10 3” 024143

11 TO 12 3 ½” 824144

13 TO 14 4” 524145

 15 TO 16 4 ½” 324146

PACKAGE WEIGHTS PART NUMBER

1 oz. 124147

2 oz. 736958

3 oz. 324655
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THE FREESTYLE™ PACKAGE
The FUSE Freestyle package includes everything shooters
need to get started, including a 2-piece, 4-arrow quiver, a
lightweight arm guard, a 3-pin fiber optic sight, a full-capture
arrow rest, a brass nock set and three arrows. (Available in

camo.)

6½” 2.3 lbs.

Brace Height Mass Weight

-25+ 14-24” (½” increments)

t Ranges (lbs.) Available Draw Lengths

camo or pink c

29”
Axle-to-Axle

10-
Draw Weight

SPEC CHART
FOCUS & FOCUS JR. DRAW WEIGHT

12 16 20 24 26 28

FOCUS (66”)

FOCUS (62”)

FOCUS JR. (48”)

SPEC CHART
INTREPID DRAW WEIGHT

30 35 40 45 50 55 60

INTREPID (60”) FOCUS™ 62” & 66”

Need a great starter bow for backyard family fun or 
an aspiring JOAD shooter? Look no further than the 
FUSE Focus. The Focus series is the clear choice for
backyard fun or competitive shooting, offering low
mass weight, custom craftsmanship, the highest qual-
ity components, standard accessory mounts for sights 
and stabilizers, easy-handling performance and wallet-
friendly value. Focus is available in 12-28# and lengths 
of 62” and 66” to give shooters customizable options 
when looking for the ideal starter or intermediate bow.

INTREPID™ 60”

A true masterpiece of design and performance, the
beautifully sculpted 60” FUSE Intrepid is a favorite
among traditional archers who demand elegant design 
and fast, smooth-shooting, consistent performance. 
Crafted from exotic wood laminates and high-tech glass
elements and featuring an extensive lineup of ATA stan-
dard accessory mounts – including a stabilizer mount 
– Intrepid is an ideal choice for shooters who crave
classic design, accuracy and easy handling. Offered in
30-60# ATA standard weights in five-pound increments.

WWW.FUSEARCHERY.COM

For up to the minute FUSE information and data, 
look no further than Fusearchery.com for a
complete array of 2012 FUSE product informa-
tion and resources. From detailed specifications 
and close-up product images to a comprehensive
FUSE dealer locator, Fusearchery.com is truly a 
dynamic online experience. Learn more news and
details about all the ground-breaking technologies 
and performance-boosting benefits of industry-
leading products such as the new Switch Quiver, 
Carbon Blade ES stabilizer series, Carbon Intercepp-
tor Sights, Clinch Releases, and more. Join us at
www.fusearchery.com today.

FUSE recurves offer a fun introduction to
the world of recurve shooting and traditional 
archery for both kids and adults. Delivering re-
liable, consistent performance, incredible ac-
curacy and lightweight design, FUSE recurves 
will start you on the right path. Every bow in 
the FUSE lineup boasts stylish good looks and
high-quality Italian craftsmanship for top notch
fit and finish. Choose FUSE for your recurve
needs and experience incredible results.

FOCUS JR.™ 48”

The wait is over. Focus Jr. is the ideal starter recurve 
for young shooters. Featuring high-quality glass and 
wood construction, the Focus Jr. is the ideal way to get 
your kids started in archery right – with a bow that fits
them at a draw weight they can handle.
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GRO S WITH YOUOWS
features simple, modular draw length adjustFreestyle -
/2-inch increments without the need of a bowment in 1
suring proper fit for a wide range of shooters.press, ens

START THEM RIGHT.
There’s no better way to give beginning 

shooters a fun introduction to archery 

than with the versatile FUSE Freestyle. 

Its lightweight design and user-friendly 

function promise to help them enjoy 

their time outdoors and on the range. 

Available in camo or pink camo, Free-

style assures that you and your family 

will make great memories and develop 

into safe, skilled, confident archers. 

Tomorrow’s diehards begin today with 

the FUSE Freestyle.
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